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Let R = R, 0 R, OR, @ ... be a finitely generated commutative graded k- 
algebra, with Hilbert series HR(~)=~~=odimk(R,)I”. Suppose we require that R 
have a presentation as R-k[x,,..., .x,]/[cci,..., a,], where g and r and the degrees 
d, ,..., d, of the homogeneous polynomials a, ,..., c(, are specified in advance. No one 
knows precisely which Hilbert series such an R may have. A lower bound is the 
coefficient-wise inequality 
absolute value symbols denoting the initial non-negative segment of a power series. 
Can this lower bound always be attained? This deceptively simple-sounding 
question has been answered affirmatively only when g = 2 (R. Froberg, Report No. 
37, Department of Mathematics, University of Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden, 
1982; A. Iarrobino, Memoir No. 188, Amer. Math. Sot., Providence, R. I., 1977) 
when r< g, and when r = g+ 1 and char(k) =0 (A. Iarrobino, Compressed 
Algebras, Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 285 (1984) 3377378. This paper considers the 
case g = 3, settling it affirmatively whenever k is an infinite field. (’ 1986 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In this paper we use combinatorial methods to understand the Hilbert 
series of a thin commutative graded algebra of embedding dimension three. 
To provide the background and terminology for this problem we first 
define the Hilbert series of a graded k-algebra R = @FCO R, to be the for- 
mal power series 
HR(%)= f (dim, R,)A”, 
n=O 
(1) 
which is well-defined if each R, is finite over k. We say that R is connected 
if R o z k, and R is degree-one-generated if it is generated as a k-algebra by 
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R,. Throughout this paper it is assumed unless otherwise stated that a 
graded k-algebra is commutative, connected, finitely generated, and degree- 
one-generated; it therefore has a Hilbert series. 
With this convention, a graded k-algebra always has a presentation as 
where c(, ,..., a, are homogeneous polynomials in {x, ,..., xn}. Let dj denote 
the degree of cli. We call the sequence d = (g; r; d, ,..., d,) the degree vector 
for this presentation of R and we let Q$ =%‘, ck) denote the collection of all 
graded k-algebras having a presentation with degree vector d. 
Fix a field k. This paper focuses on the set of Hilbert series, Xd = Xhk) = 
{ HR(l) / R E Vhk)}, attainable using a given degree vector. Two observations 
suggest that we adopt notation for two particular series associated with d. 
The first observation yields a series Fd(i) which bounds below (all power 
series inequalities are coefficient-wise) any HR(l) for R E G.f,,. If R is a 
graded algebra and b a homogeneous element of degree e 3 1, then 
obviously 
Here ( C,“= 0 a,l” / denotes C,“= 0 b,, ;I”, where 
b, = u, if a, 30for all idn 
=o if some a, < 0, i < n. 
Starting with Hklr,,,,,,m,(~) = (1 - A) ~ y, we obtain by induction on r 
H,(E.)> (1 -1.)-X fi (1 -2”)) , (3) 
i= I 
where the inductive step uses (2) and the easily verified fact that 
for any e > 1 and any power series A(1). Denoting by F,,(A) the right-hand 
side of (3), that inequality becomes 
ffR(i) 2 F,(A) for RE%‘~. (4) 
The second observation is that a minimal element G,,(A) always occurs in 
Zd. When k = @, the complex numbers, R is generic if the coefficients in the 
polynomials a, ,..., 01, occurring in R’s presentation are algebraically 
independent over Q. Although generic algebras are in general non- 
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isomorphic they all share the same Hilbert series [2], which we call G,(n). 
The series G,(n) is minimal in the sense that 
HR(i) 3 G,(l-) whenever R E %&, (5) 
If k does not contain a sufficiently large extension of its prime subfield, one 
cannot really define generic algebras, but there still occurs a minimal 
Hilbert series G,,(i) in Xd [2,4]. An algebra S for which H,(i) = G,(1) is 
called thin. Putting (4) and (5) together yields 
for each fixed d and field k. 
Does G,(E,) always equal F,(%)? This is an open question, and only a few 
cases have been solved. In all of them, we can construct an actual RE%$ 
having HR(a) = F,,(A). Then Fd(l.) = HR(l) > G,(,?) by (5) while G,(i,) > 
Fd(l) by (6), so they coincide. When Y < g, R may be chosen to be a com- 
plete intersection, and then HR(i) = (1 - 1) R n:= 1 (1 -Ad) = F,(A). 
When g = 2, R may be taken to be a ring with cleverly chosen monomial 
relations [2; 5, Proposition 4.73. When r = g + 1 and char(k) = 0, Gd = Fd 
is a consequence of the hard Lefshetz theorem (attributed to R. Stanley in 
C41). 
In this paper we show that G,, = Fd for g= 3, as long as k is an infinite 
field. Actually we will prove something much stronger. We will find a fairly 
large class of rings %! such that, for any R E .%? and e 3 1, there exists fi E R, 
with S = R/[j] E 9 and H,(A) = I(1 - 2’) H,(E,) 1. Thus we assert not only 
that thin rings have the lowest conceivable Hilbert series, but also that in 
many rings of embedding dimension three, the “thin” elements are as close 
to being non-zero-divisors as possible. 
2. REDUCTION TO MONOMIAL RINGS 
As a first step toward our goal, we reduce the problem for an arbitrary 
ring R to the case of a combinatorially simpler ring known as the 
“associated monomial ring.” More precisely, the existence of an element 
/?E R, making equality hold in (2) is shown to follow from the existence of 
such an element in the associated ring. 
We begin with a review of some basic ideas concerning k-module bases 
for graded k-algebras. Let B denote the free commutative monoid on the 
letters (xi ,..., x,> and let B, z B consist of those words of length n. The set 
B (resp. B,) also serves as a basis for the graded polynomial ring P= 
kCx, ,...> xn] (resp. P,). Write u 1 u for U, u E B if u divides v in P and write 
1 U) = n if u E B,. Let U( jj denote the highest power of x, which divides U, 
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and define a total ordering on B as follows: if 1 uJ > 1 u 1, then u> v. If 
1 u ( = 1 u 1, let j be the largest index for which uCj) # uCj), and assign u > v if 
uCj) < v(,). To illustrate, for g= 3 the ordered set B begins 
1 <x3 <x, <x, <x:<x2x3 <x,x3 <x;<x,x, 
<x; <xi <x,x; <x,x; <x:x3 <x,x2x3.... 
Note that u < v implies UK’ < uw for any u, v, MJ E B. 
A subset A4 z B is an order ideal of monomials (henceforth abbreviated to 
0.i.m.) if and only if M is non-empty and v E M, II 1 v together imply u E M. 
For M c B, M, denotes M n B,,. The connection with arbitrary graded 
k-algebras is made in the following theorem due to Macaulay [6] (or see 
C71). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R= k[x,,..., x,./Z he a connected, degree-one- 
generated commutative ring and let 4: P = k[x,,..., .xR] -+ R be the quotient 
map. Let M= {uEBI~(u)4spankr~(v)Iu<u in B}}. Then A4 is an order 
ideal of monomials. Furthermore, the set d(u), u E M, comprises a k-basis for 
R, and when R is graded, the set b(u), u E M,, is a k-basis for R,. 
The idea here is that for any monomial u E B - M, d(u) can be expressed 
in R as a linear combination of &images of strictly lower (in the sense of 
the ordering < on B) monomials. 
A monoid ideal is a subset J c B such that B-J is an order ideal. Alter- 
natively, u E J and v E B must ensure MU E J. If J is the complement of the 
order ideal A4 constructed in Theorem 2.1 for the k-algebra R, then Jk = 
span,(J) is a (ring) ideal in P=k[x,,..., x,], and the graded k-algebra R’ = 
P/Jk is called the associated monomial ring to R, relative to the generating 
set {xi ,..., x,}. We shall usually view the set of generators (equivalently, the 
surjection 4) as fixed, so we shall call R’ “the” associated monomial ring to 
R. Note that R and R’ are isomorphic as graded k-modules, so they share 
the same Hilbert series. 
Fix a degree e 2 1 and a graded k-algebra R, and let a, = dim,( R,). We 
seek an element fi E R, such that HRICBI = I (1 - 2’) HR(IZ) I. This is 
equivalent to considering the multiplication maps $: R,_, -+ R, for each 
n, where p;(w) = /3w, and requiring that p;; be injective whenever a, ~ r d a,, 
and surjective whenever a,, _. L’ 3 a,. 
Using Theorem 2.1, choose an o.i.m. M which maps via 4 to a k-basis for 
R. By a slight abuse of notation we shall use the same symbol to denote an 
element u E P as its image 4(u) E R when no confusion can result. Since /I is 
to have degree e, we can write p = C,, B, yww, yw E k. Let u,, u2 ,..., uanmc be 
the elements of M,-. written in descending < - order, and likewise write 
M, = {u,, u2,..., v,~}. Since these sets are k-bases for R, AL, and R,,, respec- 
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tively, the linear transformation ,uL;; is described in the usual way by an 
a, _ e x a,, matrix which we call A,,,. The injective/surjective condition on 
$ amounts to A,,, having full rank. Thus we seek an element /3 for which 
all the A.,, ‘s simultaneously enjoy full rank. 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix B = CweB, y, w, {yW} being indeterminates allowed to 
range over k. Then each entry of any A,,, is linear in {y,>. Furthermore, 
(4,B)~i,j) E Y,, + Span{ywc I ’ >w> if uiw=ui in B 
E Span{y,, 1 uiw’> vi} if uijvj in B. (7) 
ProoJ A,, is the sum of the matrices A,,,. with weights y,,,. Each A,,, 
consists of scalars from k which reflect the multiplicative structure of the 
ring R. 
In view of Theorem 2.1, the product of two monomials ui and w  in R is 
given by 
u;w=u if the monomial o = uiw belongs to M 
~Span{u’Iu’<u~w} if u = uiw is not in M. (8) 
Then (A,,W,)Ci,,j, the contribution of basis element vi in uiw, is 
(An,w)(i,j, = 1 if uiw=ui 
=o if u;w<u, 
= ? if uiul > u,. (9) 
Adding these together to form (An,B)Ci,,j = CWeB, YJA~,,,)(~,~) yields 
Lemma 2.2. 
The key idea for understanding the reduction to monomial rings comes 
now. If we did the above construction for the associated monomial ring R’ 
instead of R, we would find the same sets M,- r and M,, but different 
matrices A&. Because in R’ we have 
u,w=u if the monomial u = uiw belongs to M 
=o otherwise (10) 
instead of (8) Eq. (9) becomes 
(11) 
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~?5,,,,,~~ being the Kronecker delta. We deduce at once 
tAI,fi)(i,j) = Yw if u,w=v, in B 
=o if ui]vi in B (12) 
as contrasted with (7). 
Now assume k is an infinite field. If A,, is to have rank 3 t, then it must 
contain a t x t submatrix of non-zero determinant, and likewise for AL,I,. 
The determinant of any square submatrix is a polynomial in the {y,.}, and 
because k is infinite, there exist values for {y, } making this polynomial 
non-zero if and only if the polynomial itself is non-trivial. We are ready to 
prove 
LEMMA 2.3. Let k he an infinite field, fi = C,,, R,, yIVw, and A,,,], A& as 
above. Fix n 2 e. If there exists /?’ making rank (A&) 3 t, then there exists p 
making rank (A,,,fi) > t. In particular, if/?’ can be chosen so that A& has full 
rank, then fl exists making A,,, have,full rank. 
Proof: First consider any t x t submatrix A”,,lr of A,,,, and let A”& be the 
corresponding submatrix of AA,,. Fixing A”H,P amounts to choosing t rows 
of An,,, say the rows indexed by { ~~3,~ f;J,,,, and t columns, say the columns 
indexed by bL Ec,,l. 
Det(d,,fl) is homogeneous degree t polynomial over k in the {y,,,}. Define 
the superdegree of a monomial in the {y,,,} to be the product in B of the 
subscripts. We may decompose det(d,,p) into a sum of two polynomials q, 
and q2. The lirst consists of all terms with superdegree s satisfying su d v, 
where u = KI,, Erow uj and v = FLE Ecc,, vI. The second consists of the terms 
with superdegree s satisfying su > v. 
We can actually evaluate q, using (7) and (12). In any particular product 
contributing to det(A”,,,), there are t factors, each of which entails either y,, 
with u, w  = vj or yII,. with u, w’ > vj. If any u, w’ > v, occur, then the product 
of the t factors will have superdegree s satisfying su > v. So the polynomial 
q1 comes entirely from entries in an,B looking like (A.,B)C,,.,j = y,, + ,,., with 
uiw = v,. In view of (12) q, coincides with det (A”&). 
If /I’ exists making rank (AL 8.) 2 t, then there is a t x t submatrix A”&, 
with det(A”L,B,) # 0. The expression q1 = det(A”&) is a non-zero polynomial 
in the {y,+,>. Because q1 cannot be canceled by anything in q2, $1 of whose 
terms have higher superdegree, we deduce that q, + q2 = det(A.,B) is also 
non-zero. Because k is infinite, there exist choices for the {y,,,} making 
det(a,.p) non-zero. Then for this b rank(A,,P) 2 t, as desired. 
Lemma 2.3 allows us to deduce the existence of suitable p’s for each 
n > e, but we seek a single /I which will simultaneously allow all the A,,J’s 
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to have full rank. In the proof of Lemma 2.3, however, the existence of fl 
for each n was reduced to the non-vanishing of a certain polynomial in the 
variables {rw}. Obviously the simultaneous non-vanishing of a finite set of 
polynomials is equivalent to the non-vanishing of their product. But a 
stumbling block occurs when we might have to consider infinitely many 
possibly different polynomials. 
THEOREM 2.4. With k an infinite field, A,,, and AL,I, as above, suppose 
that j?’ can be found making all the { Ak,8C} have full rank. Let N > e be any 
integer, and let A”&, be specifi:c maximal square submatrices of Ak,D. with 
non-vanishing determinants. Then p E R, can be chosen such that 
(a) det(A”,,B) # 0 for e < n < N; 
(b) A,,, has full rank for all n 3 e; and 
(cl H,,,,,(A) = I(1 - J”‘) fff?(J”) 1. 
Prooj Clearly (c) is a consequence of (b). When dim(R) = 0 or 1, we 
can in fact find /I for which det(A”,,D) # 0 for all n, so both (b) and (c) are 
immediate consequences. When dim(R) > 2 we can draw only the weaker 
conclusions, dependent upon N, which are listed in Theorem 2.4. We shall 
consider the three cases separately. 
If dim(R) = 0, then R is Artinian and R, = 0 for sufficiently large n. Once 
these n are reached, p; is trivially surjective, so in fact only finitely many 
polynomials must be simultaneously non-zero. This can be guaranteed by a 
repeated application of Lemma 2.3. 
If dim(R) = 1, its HilberttSamuel polynomial is a constant, say a, = a 
for n > n,. Using Lemma 2.3, choose 1 such that A,, has full rank for 
n d no + e. In the ring S = R/C/?], SnO+ e z RnO+ ,/~R,, = 0. Because S, like 
R, is degree-one-generated, this forces S, = 0 for all n kn, + e. The k- 
modules R, + c and /?R, must coincide for n > no, implying that PL;; is 
automatically an isomorphism for n > no + e. 
When dim(R) 2 2, we have a, + cc as n -+ 03, so we must have 
a,, > a, _ e for all n > e (otherwise the ring R’/[/?‘] would be degree-one- 
generated and infinite as a k-module but zero in some degrees). By G. Her- 
mann’s theorem [3, p. 7451, there is a fixed bound n, = n,(R, e) such that, 
for every fl E R,, either p is a non-zero-divisor in R or else some o = o(/?) 
can be found with 101 <n, satisfying fro = 0. By Lemma 2.3, we may 
choose /? so that det(A”,P) #O for n in the range e< n <max(N, n, + e), 
thus assuring that 2.4(a) will be true. Simultaneously Hermann’s theorem 
guarantees that ,$ is monomorphic for all n, hence 2.4(b) and 2.4(c) hold. 
To summarize, when k is infinite, the existence of /I E R, making equality 
hold in (2) is implied by the existence of such an element in the associated 
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monomial ring R’. We proceed by wondering which monomial rings permit 
such “nearly-non-zero-divisors” to exist. 
3. GENERICALLY STALBE CLASSES OF ORDER IDEALS 
In this section we suggest a general framework for studying what hap- 
pens to the Hilbert series when we divide out by a thin element. Precisely, 
we offer a condition under which the members of a class of rings always 
have thin elements satisfying equality in (2) and the class is closed under 
dividing out by these thin elements. The condition depends only upon the 
associated o.i.m. to a ring and therefore reduces the problem from an 
algebraic to a combinatorial one. 
The condition we seek must guarantee among other things that, continu- 
ing the notation of Section 2, there be a submatrix al,B with non-zero 
determinant. Each product contributing to det(AL,B) reflects one particular 
bijection between a subset of the rows, indexed by 44, or, and a subset of 
the columns, indexed by M,. The definition we offer posits the existence of 
one very special such bijection. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Fix g, and let B be the free monoid on (xi,..., xg}, 
totally ordered as in Section 2. A collection JZ ~2’ of order ideals of 
monomials is generically stable if for every A4 = U,“= O M, E & and for 
every n >e 2 1 there exists a bijection f = f$: U,,, + V,,, between two 
subsets U,,, E M, _ e and V,,, G M,, satisfying the following five conditions: 
(a) Either U,, = M,_. or V,,, = M,. 
(b) ~1 f(u), i.e., there is a monomial w  = f(u)/u in B making uw = 
f(u)* 
(c) The multi-set of “quotients,” Qi$ = (f(u)/u 1 u E U,,}, is not 
realized by another bijection; i.e., if h: U,, + V,,e is a different bijection, 
also satisfying (b), between the same sets, then Q$‘j # Q$. 
(d) Writing MF) = M, - V,,,, then M”’ = lJ,“=O Mp) belongs to A. 
(V,,, is defined to be the empty set for n <e.) 
(e) For each u E V,,,, either u is divisible (in B) by a monomial 
WE vn- 1.e or else every 24 E Mt) satisfies 24 < v. 
While Definition 3.1 may appear at first to be no more than a 
hodgepodge of well-formed formulas, the next theorem shows that generic 
stability is a prescription for getting a handle of the thin elements of a ring. 
THEOREM 3.2. Fix g > 2, and let A? be a generically stable collection of 
o.i.m.‘s on {x1 ,..., xg}. Let k be an infinite field. Suppose R = k[x, ,..., x,1/I is 
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a graded k-algebra and suppose that the o.i.m. associated with R via 
Theorem 2.1 lies in A. Then for any e > 1 there exists p E R, such that 
&,,/9,(4 = I(1 - 27 HR(A) I. (13) 
Furthermore, for this p, the o.i.m. associated to R/[p] also lies in A. 
An immediate corollary, obtained by induction on r, is the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Fix g 3 2 and let & be a generically stable collection of 
o.i.m.‘s on {x1 ,..., x,}. Let k be an infinitefield and let {d,, d2,.,,, d,} be any 
sequence of positive integers representing degrees. Suppose R = k[x, ,..., x,1/Z 
is a graded k-algebra and suppose that the associated o.i.m. to R lies in &?. 
Then there exist elements PI E Rd,, fiz E R,,..., 8, E R, such that 
H R,C,J ...., ,,@I = HR@) iT (1 - Ad9 . 
i= I 
(14) 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix e, let R’ be the associated monomial ring to 
R with M the associated o.i.m., and let S = R/[p], where p = &EB, y,,,w is 
yet to be determined. Our plan is to prove that, relative to the same 
generating set {x1 ,..., xg}, the associated o.i.m. L, for S is precisely M”‘. 
Since M”’ is an o.i.m. by 3.1(d), we let .Z”‘= B- M”’ denote the com- 
plementary monoid ideal. The variable N will stand for the highest degree 
of any minimal generator of the monoid ideal P”. 
Recalling the methods in the previous section, we need only show that 
each Aiz has full rank, and this entails choosing a maximal square sub- 
matrix A& whose determinant, as a polynomial in the {y,}, is non-zero. 
Condition 3.1(a) and the bijectivity off suggest that the natural choice for 
A”ks is the submatrix whose rows are indexed by U,, and whose columns 
correspond to V,,,. Recalling (12), the (i, j)-entry of A’,,D is either 0 if ui Zu, 
or y(,,,,, if ui I vi. So det(>L,p) is the sum over all bijections h: U,,, + V,,, of 
the products 
Ph = + n Yh(u,)l(u,), 
u, t un,, 
where the product is taken to be zero if any ui fails to divide h(u). Con- 
dition 3.1(b) guarantees that p,. will be a non-zero contribution to 
det(A”68), and 3.1(c) assures that pr cannot be canceled by any other ph. 
We conclude that fi’ E R: exists giving AL,B, full rank. By Theorem 2.4(c), 
b E R, may be chosen so that formula (13) holds. At the same time, we can 
assume by 2.4(a) that /? was chosen so that det(A”,,P) # 0 for e <n < N. 
To prove that M”’ . IS the o.i.m. associated to S is trickier. Let J= 
Z+ [/II] c P = k[x, ,..., x,], so S = P/J, with 4: P + S the surjection. Because 
4x1 100 I-,6 
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(13) is now known to hold, Mf) has the right number of elements to be a 
basis for S,. We will show that every u E B, - Mf) has d(u) belonging to 
the span in S of d-images of lower monomials. This will force L, to be con- 
tained in M”‘, and equality follows because Mt) and (L,), have the same 
cardinality for each n. 
We know that B, - M!$ = (B, - M,) v V,,e, and each u E B, - M, has 
4(u) E SpanM w  1 I w  < u> because A4 is the associated o.i.m. to R and S is a 
further quotient of R. We need only check for u E V,,, that 
4(u)EWn{4( )I w  w  < u}. Use induction on n and consider condition 
3.1(e). If u = uxi for some u E V,- ,,c, then inductively 4(u) E 
Span{~(w)~w~u}so~(u)=~(uxi)~Span{~(wxi)~wx,~uxi=u).Ifinstead 
u is not divisible by any u E V,- I,e, then u is a minimal generator of the 
monoid ideal J”‘, so n = 1 u 1 d N and det(A,,B) # 0 by our choice of /?. In 
this case condition 3.1(e) guarantees that every w  E MC) is below u, so we 
may use the fact that det(A”,B) # 0 to write u as a linear combination in R 
of the monomials in A4f) and the multiples { bui / ui E U,,} of j?. Since j3 = 0 
in S, this expresses 4(u) as a combination of &MF)) G Span{#(w) I w  < ~3, 
as desired. 
Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 conceivably offer a combinatorial 
program for settling affirmatively the original question, i.e., whether 
equality always holds in (6). One need only construct for each g a 
generically stable class of order ideals which contains B. We shall carry out 
this program for g = 3 in the next section. One class of order ideals which 
arises naturally in the search for generically stable classes is described in 
the next definition. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Fix g > 2, and let B be the free monoid on {x1 ,..., xg}. 
An o.i.m. ME B is short if and only if, for any u E M, and any u E B, - M,, 
either u < u or there is some w  E B,-, - M, _, for which w  1 u. 
In words, a short order ideal M has the property that, in every degree n, it 
consists of a “low segment” of the ordered set B,, omitting only those 
monomials which it must not contain because they have submonomials 
outside of M, ~ 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. When g = 2, the class of short order ideals is generically 
stable. 
Proof: For convenience rename x, as x and x2 as y. As one sees readily 
by induction on n, shortness for g = 2 is equivalent to the requirement that 
each M, consists precisely of {xOyb IO < a < r,}, where r,, = #(M,). To 
verify that conditions 3.1(a)-3.1(e) hold, first note that rn+ 1 > rn + 1 would 
lead to the contradiction xrnynPrn$ M while xrnynPrn+’ EM, so 
rn+l - rn d 1 and consequently r,, - rn _ e < e. 
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Set U,, =M,-. and w  =~‘~-‘~-~y~-~~+~~-e if r,, >I,-. and put U,, = 
(xUybIu+b=n-e,O6a<r,} andw=y’ifr, <r,_..Definef: U,, -+M,, 
by f(u) = WU. Criteria 3.1 (a) and (b) follow immediately, and (c) is clear 
since Q$ consists of w  repeated min(r,, r,, _ J times. As to (e), we have 
MC’) being empty unless rn > r _ in which case Mf) = { xn yb 1 a + b = n, 
0 2 a < r,, - rnee}, implying thit iny f(u) = wu E V,,e exceeds any element 
of MF). Lastly, each Mr) is a low segment of B,, so shortness is satisfied, 
and M”’ is an o.i.m. because # (MFJ, ) < # (Mp)) whenever n 3 e. 
Lemma 3.5 may be used to give an alternative proof of equality in (6) 
when g= 2 and k is an infinite field. As we have already mentioned, 
however, this case was already known, even without restriction on k. A 
somewhat more interesting fact is that for g = 2, the collection of all order 
ideals is generically stable. The proof is fairly messy and in the author’s 
opinion contributes little to an understanding of generic stability, so it is 
left for the interested reader to reconstruct. However, we state it and its 
main consequence here. 
LEMMA 3.6. When g = 2, the collection of all o.i.m.‘s is generically stable. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let k be an infinite field and let R be any commutative 
connected graded degree-one-generated k-algebra with embedding dimen- 
sion 2. Then for any degree sequence {d,, d2,..., d,}, there exist /I1 E Rd,, 
/I2 E R,,..., B, E R, such that 
ffR/CBI,.-.,8r1 (L) = HR(IZ) fi (1-P) . 
i= 1 
4. THE CASE g= 3 
In Section 4 we construct for g = 3 a generically stable class of order 
ideals of monomials. In view of the general program described in the 
previous section, this will prove that equality holds in (6) for g = 3. Because 
Definition 3.1 is all about the properties of a set function f, we will spend 
most of our time verifying results about thisf: 
Throughout this section we restrict ourselves to the case g = 3 and write 
XI =x, x* = y, x3 = z. B is the free monoid on (x, y, z}, ordered as in Sec- 
tion 2. As before u 1 v for U, v E B means v = uw for some w  E B. Let % be the 
partial ordering on B induced by x % y 9 z and the rule u $ v * uw $ VW for 
all U, v, w  E B. The total order B is an extension of this partial order. 
Define a subset ME B to be step-shaped if and only if UE M and v 4 u 
imply v EM. A typical u E B is u = xaybzc, where a is called the x-exponent 
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of u; likewise for the y- and z-exponents of u. We also write a = (u),, 
b = (u),, c = (u),. 
Most of the proofs in this section are rendered easier to follow if one 
refers to a geometric picture for B,. Figure 1 represents pictorially the set 
of monomials B, for n = 8 and a step-shaped subset M,. Each dot sym- 
bolizes a monomial. Taking the upper left corner at the origin, the dot at 
coordinates (a, -c) represents the monomial x”y”-“- ‘z(‘; a few have been 
labeled. Using the total order > on B, to run through the monomials in 
descending order corresponds to starting at the upper right corner and 
moving downward through the rows, traversing each row from right to left, 
just as one reads a book in Hebrew. The partial order relation u>> u is 
reflected in the dot for u lying above and/or to the right of the dot for u. 
One possible step-shaped subset consists of those monomials below the 
solid jagged line. 
Our goal is to produce a generically stable class of o.i.m.‘s. The criterion 
of shortness, Definition 3.4, facilities this greatly. Ultimately we will need to 
consider a subclass of all short order ideals, but shortness alone permits us 
to define the sets U,,, and V, e and their bijection f so as to satisfy con- 
ditions 3.1(a) (b) (c). To do this we will need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. A short o.i.m. is step-shaped. 
Proof We use induction on the degree; it is trivial for n =O. Suppose 
M= iJ,“=O M, is a short o.i.m. and we know that M, is step-shaped. If 
U.YEM,+,, we must show that the monomial uz, which is pictorially 
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directly below uy, is also in M, + , . Suppose uz $ M, + i, then uz < uy and 
shortness yield that some subword w  of uz is in B, - M,. The mononial u 
belongs to M, because uy E M, + , , so we must have w  = uz, where u 1 u. But 
then vy E M, because u y 1 uy E M, + i, so vz E M, since M, is step-shaped, a 
contradiction. Likewise we obtain that uy E M, + , whenever ux E M, + 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let M= U,“=O M, be a short o.i.m., and let P”,~: B,-, + B, 
denote multiplication by z’. Then for each n and e, p,,,(M,-.) G M, 
whenever y”-’ + ‘z’- ’ E M, and M, E p,,,(M, ~ .) whenever y” ~ ‘+ ‘z+ ’ $ 
Mn. 
ProoJ: Since the lemma is essentially trivial for e = 0 or n = e, we may 
assume inductively that the lemma holds for pnP l,e and for p,+ 1. First 
suppose that y”-‘+ ‘zEP ’ E M, and consider any u E M, ~ C. Clearly 
p,,,(U)=UZe< yH-e+‘ze-‘, so either UZ’ E M, or a monomial 
UJEB,~, -M,p, must divide uze. In the latter case, if w  =zev with VI U, 
then Z’U = pL, _ ,,Jv) $ M, ~ i while y” ~ ‘z ~ ’ E M,, ~ , , contradicting the 
inductive hypothesis. If instead w  = ZU-’ (impossible if e = l), then 
u’=ll,.-1 (u) $ M,- 1 while ynPr+‘zeP 2 E M, ~ I, again a contradiction. We 
deduce that uz’ E M,. 
Second, suppose that ynPe+‘zeP1 6 M,. We must show that 
M, z im(p,,,), or equivalently, that every u E M, is divisible by z’. If u E M, 
but z’lu, write u=vzE with O<s<e and zjv. Because y” ~‘+‘zeP1<u, 
some divisor of ynPe+‘ze-- ’ must avoid M,-,. If yn-‘z’-‘$M,-, (the 
only possibility for e = 1 ), then by induction we know that 11, ~ l,p is onto 
M n ~, , forcing the contradiction z’ 1 U. If instead y”-‘+ ‘zcP2 $ M, , , then 
Y n-e+2zC-2Wn, so M,cim(pL,,Pl). z”~Iuz’ and a=e-1. But 
vze-’ EM, with ynPrflzr-’ $ M, would contradict Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.2 is illustrated in Fig. 2 when n = 9 and e = 3. We imagine that 
FIGURE 2 
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MS B is a short o.i.m. and that the jagged line separates M, from 
B, - M9. The dots below the broken line comprise im(pL,,3). Because the 
circled dot along the left edge just above the broken line does lie in M,, we 
conclude that pug,3 is an isomorphism between M, and M, n im(p9,,). Con- 
sequently we obtain a picture of M, by erasing M, above the broken line. 
The same holds for A4, where j < 7, but the fact that y9 $ M means that 
p9,i(Mg) might properly contain M,. 
We are now ready to construct the bijection f: U,, + V,,, needed for 
Definition 3.1. If # (M,) 6 # (M, ~ ,), then I’,,, = M, and by Lemma 4.2, 
every u E M, is in the image of the monomorphism P,,~. Let U,,, = 
{ 4~’ I v E M, > and f = A., I (/,,,, . Properties 3.1(a) and (b) are immediate. As 
to (c), every quotient is z’, which obviously cannot occur through any 
other bijection. Condition 3.1(e) holds vacuously and (d) presents no 
problem in degree n since Mr) is empty. 
The interesting case of the construction occurs when #(M,-,) < 
# (M,), indicating U,, = M, --E and p,JM,- .) G M,. Label the elements 
of M,-. as u,, u2 ,..., u, in descending < -order. We define f: M,- (, + M, 
recursively and deduce one of its properties as follows. First, let N, = M,. 
Assuming we have found f(u, ),..., ,f(ui ,) and assuming we have proved 
that f(u,) b ujze for j< i, let Ni = M, - {f(~~),..., f(uip ,)}. Write ui = 
Yyhz( and let c’ be the smallest non-negative integer for which 
XY u b+P-“~‘+L.‘~ Ni. By Lemma 4.2, uizp E M, and because f(u,) 3 U,Z” for 
j < i, deduce x a b ‘+‘= U,Z’ E N,, i.e., c’ exists. Having found c’, let 6’ be y z 
the smallest integer for which x~--“~“~~‘~“z~+“E Ni. Define f(ui) to be 
Xn-b'-c-'.'yb'Zc'fr'~ Then u,ze = x0 ybzc += < f(ui), so the recursive 
definition may proceed with ui+ 1. 
The algorithm defining f may be easier to understand by using the pic- 
~71. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
________--__________-------------------- 
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ture. Figure 3 represents a case where n = 9 and e = 6, with numbers replac- 
ing some dots. The numbers below the broken line represent both im&,) 
and, isomorphically, M,, with the number m replacing the dot for u,. One 
by one, in descending <-order, the dots of M, are moved upwards as far 
as possible (without exceeding e= 6 units) and then moved as far as 
possible to the right, while staying in M, and avoiding slots already tilled 
by other dots. The final resting spot of the mth dot is,f(u,), as indicated in 
Fig. 4. 
The only properties off which are obvious at this point are bijectivity 
and 3.1(a). Condition 3.1(b) is a consequence of our next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let M be a short o.i.m. Let n and e be such that 
#(M,-,) d #(M,) and let ui, N,, andf be as above. Then 
(a) For each ui EM,-., f(ui) is the largest multiple (in B) of ui lying 
in Ni. In particular, f has quotients, i.e., f(u,)/u; E B. 
(b) If ui =vy and vxEM,-., then f(uy)/vy>,f(vx)/vx. Furthermore, 
ifxl (f(vy)lvy), thenf(vy)lvy =f(vx)Ivx. 
(c) Jf u, = vz and uy E M,, -(,, then ,f(vz)/vz >f(uy)/vy. However, 
f(vy) > f(vz). 
(d) Each Ni is step-shaped. 
Proof All four parts are proved by embedding them in a single induc- 
tion on i. At the ith step we assume that (a)-(c) hold for u, > ui and that Ni 
is step-shaped. The initial step is merely the reminder that N, = M, is step- 
shaped. 
To verify (a) when N, is step-shaped, we discover a different but 
equivalent definition for f. Define a pseudo-monomial to be an expression 
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xUybzC in which a 3 0, a + b 3 0, and c 2 0. By the construction off, f(uj)/ui 
will automatically be a pseudo-monomial but not obviously a monomial 
(the term “monomial” remains reserved for elements of B). Let v = x”y’z’ 
be the largest element of Nj which equals wuj for some pseudo-monomial w. 
Because Ni is step-shaped, C must equal the (c + c’) occurring in the 
definition of f(uj) and & must equal 6’. Thus v = f(ui) and an equivalent 
definition off(ui) is that it is the largest element of N, such thatf(ui)/ui is a 
pseudo-monomial. So if f(u,)/u, is a monomial, it is automatically the 
largest possible monomial, as asserted in (a). 
To get w  =f(u,)/u; to be a monomial, write w  =xUybz’, a pseudo- 
monomial, and consider three cases. If yju,, i.e., if ui lies along the 
hypotenuse of B, e in our pictures, then automatically b 2 0. If y 1 ui but 
UiX/yEB,p.-M”-c>, suppose b < 0. Because M,-. is step-shaped and 
yPhlni, uix byb~B,p.-A4M,p.. Then ui~=(u,~~byb)(~utb~‘)~B,-Mn 
because M is an o.i.m., contradicting the requirement that uiw = 
f(ui) E Ni EM,. Lastly, if u,x/y E M,-., write ui = vy, so vx = uiP,. Let 
w’ = f(vx)/vx, where w’ E B, by our inductive hypothesis. Because Nip, = 
Ni” {f(u,-- 1)) =N, u w‘vx} is step-shaped, we have w’u, = wvy E Nj and { 
consequently f(u;) 3 &u,.This proves half of (b), i.e., PV = ,f(ui)/ui > w’ = 
j”(vx)/u?r. To complete (a), N, being step-shaped and ,f(u,) 3 k~‘vy yield 
b = ( w)~ 2 (w’), 2 0, so w  is a monomial too. 
To complete (b), x ( w  means that (yw/x)(u, _, ) = (yw/x)(xv) = wvy = 
wu;=f(u,)ENjcN,ml, so inductively we know that f(ujp ,) must equal a 
multiple of uiP , which exceeds (yw/x)(u,- ,). This says w’ > yw/x, or 
equivalently w’ 2 w. Combining this with w  2 w’ yields the desired equality 
w=w’. 
For (c), assume we have ui = vz and uj = vy E IV,-., so uj > ui and 
N, 2 Ni. Let t = f(vy)/vy, where t E B, by our inductive assumption. The 
second part of (c) may be proved in two cases. If y 1 w, consider 
(wz/y)(vy) = wvz E N, c N,, so f(vy) > (wz/y)(vy) = f(vz). If instead y[w, 
write UJ = xOz(‘, f(vz) = ,Pz”~‘v. Again, f (vz) E N, c N,, , , where N,, , is 
step-shaped and omits f(vy), so we cannot have ,f(vz) $ f(vy) = tvy. This 
means that (wvz); > (tvy),, yieldingf(vz) = wzv < toy = f(vy). 
To complete (c), we will prove that tvz E Ni. Then tu, = tvz E Ni permits 
tu, to be one multiple of ui in N;, hence w  2 t. Consider the elements u, of 
A4 n-e in the interval uj > u, > ui. Note that tvz~ N, because f(ui) = 
tvy E Nj and Nj is step-shaped. We can deduce that tvz E Ni if and only if 
tVZ $ (fly...) f(ui- I)}. As to f(uj) we know f(u,)= tvy# tvz, and the 
remaining elements (~4~ 1 u, > 24, > u;} fall naturally into two sets, namely, 
those on the same row as ui and those on the succeeding row with ui. If a 
particular U, is in the former set, then by (b) its quotient f(u,)/u, must 
equal or exceed t. Thus f (u,,) 2 tu, > tui = tvz, i.e., .f( u,) # tvz and we need 
not be concerned further with these u,‘s. 
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Consider now the u,‘s, if any, whose (u,), equals (u,),. Write a = (t),, 
and note that for the range of u,‘s which we focus on now, u, = 
uixi-mym-i. For mci-a, urn I f(%J so (f(hJ)x b (kn)x = 
(u,)~ + (i-m) > (uz), + a = (tuz),, f arcing f(u,) # tuz. To deal with u, 
when a > 0 and 1 d i - m < a, let uh be directly above u,, i.e., u& = u,y/z = 
(uY)wY)‘-“~ where ML E M,_ r because &z” 6 tuJ1 E N, c M, and M is a 
step-shaped o.i.m. Using (b) repeatedly and a > 0, starting with ui = u:, we 
get 
t  =fbj) -f(4) f(C I)  .f(4J 
---c---z .  .  .  =-. 
Ui 
U; 
,  
ui-I &I 
Applying (c) to u, gives fly, 3 f(uLJ/uh = t, or f(u,) > tu, > 
tui = tuz, as desired. 
To prove (d), note that Ni+ 1 will be step-shaped if Ni is step-shaped and 
f(u,)x/y$ Ni and f(ui) y/z4 Ni. That f(u;)x/ y$ N, is implicit in the 
minimality of b’ in the original definition of j For the claim f(ui) y/z $ Ni, 
we consider three cases. If z/u;, then z 1 f(u,) y = wu; y would mean z 1 w, 
and (wy/z)u, EN, would contradict the maximality of MJU~ in (a), so 
f(~~)~/z=~Uiy/z$Ni. If Z~U, but u;~/z$M,,~~,, then U~JIZ"-'E 
B, - M, G B, - Ni, forcing w  = zy and f(u,) y/z = ui yz’- ’ # N,. Lastly, if 
zI ui and ui y/z~ M,-,, write u, = ui y/z and t  =f(u,)/u,. If the relation 
f(ui) y/z~ Ni held, it would say that (~(u;)/u~)(u,)E N, s N, so by (a) 
f(uj)/uj > f(ui)/ui, contradicting (c). This completes the inductive step and 
the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
The behavior of the quotients f(u)/u will play an important role in our 
analysis of the properties off: The next lemma tells us that, on the whole, 
the quotients tend to increase with decreasing u. 
Notation. The quotient f(u)/u is henceforth denoted q(u) 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M, n, e, h q be as above and suppose u, u f M, ~ ‘,. 
(a) Ifu$u, then q(u)<q(u). 
(b) IfU=~n-r-h-c yhz(’ and x/q(u), then x~~~~~‘~~~~‘z’EM,-. for 
O<b’<b and q(x”- ’ h’p’yh’~“) = q(u). Expressed differently, iff(u) is not 
directly aboue u, then the monomials in u’s row to the right of u all lie in 
M n-r and share the same quotient q(u). 
(c) Zf u>u and uI f(u), then q(u)<q(u). 
Proof (a) When u$ u, there is a path in M,- ~ from u to u consisting 
solely of steps down and steps to the left because M,- e is step-shaped. 
Apply 4.3(b) and 4.3(c) repeatedly. 
(b) We have already alluded in the proof of Theorem 4.3(c) to this 
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consequence of 4.3(b). Assuming inductively we have proved that 
li=x n-e-(b’+l)~cyb’+lZcEM,~, and q(d) =q(u) (both true for 
b’=b- l), let zP=x+ ePh’-cyb’~c. Note that d’ze6u’q(u’) = f(u’) because 
XI du’), and since M is a step-shaped o.i.m., u” E M,- C. By 
Theorem 4.3(b), q(d) = q(d) = q(u). 
(c) If u %- u, apply 4.4(a). If u > u without u % u, then u is below and to 
the right of u. Let w  have the same z-exponent as u and the same x- 
exponent as u. The divisibility relations u 1 f(u) and u 1 f(u) mean that 
wze 4f(u) E M,, implying w  E M, ~ P. By 4.4(b), all of the monomials along 
the horizontal path rom u to w  share the same quotient t = q(u). By 4.4(a), 
q(u) 2 q(w) = t, which is the desired conclusion. 
Using this lemma, we obtain property 3.1(c). 
Notation. Where no confusion can result, N,,, denotes the set N; for 
u= zd I. 
THEOREM 4.5. With M, n, e, f, q, U,,, = M,- c, and V,,, = im(f) as 
above, condition 3.1 (c) holds. 
Proof: Let Q = Qk<j = {q(u) 1 u E M, .}, a multi-set of monomials. Sup- 
pose h: M,_, -+ im(f) were another bijection sharing the same multi-set of 
quotients, and let WE Q be the lowest monomial such that w  =q(u) for 
some particular u E M, E while w  # h(u)/u. Automatically h(u)/u > w, 
because w’ = h(u)/u -C w  would necessitate that {u ( f(u)/u = w’} and 
{uIh(u)/u=w’} b e 1 erent sets with the same cardinality, contradicting d’ff 
the minimality of w. Having found w, let u E M, _ c be as large as possible 
satisfying f(u) = uw < h(u). 
Since f and h are both bijections, let u be such that f(v) = h(u). Then 
u < u would contradict Theorem 4.3(a) because h(u) would be a larger mul- 
tiple of u than f(u) while h(u) EN,,, G N,,,. If instead u > u, Lemma 4.4(c) 
would require that w  = q(u) 2 q(u) = f(u)/u = h(u)/u since u) h(u) = f(u). 
The maximality of u among monomials having w  as their quotient andf(u) 
differing from h(u) means that w  > f(u)/u = h(u)/u. But h(u) #h(u) means 
w > f(u)/u # h(u)/u, contradicting the minimality of w. 
Having verified conditions 3.1(a)-(c), we move onto 3.1 (d). One aspect 
of this is proved in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M, e, j; q be as above. Then MC’)= M- (U,“=, V,,,) is 
an order ideal of monomials. 
Proof: We need only check that J= V(‘) u (B - M) is a monoid ideal, 
where V@) = U,“= y V,,,. S’ mce B - M is a monoid ideal, this requires only 
that xu, yu, zu E J when u E V”‘. Fixing n, we will prove that f(xu) d f(u)x 
for u E M, ~ e. Assuming inductively that f (xu’) < f (u’)x for u’ > u, let 
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w = q(xu). Then wxu E N,,,, G M, + , , so wu E M,. Suppose wu $ N,,,. Then 
wu = f(v) for some v > U, so S(xv)<f(v)x=wux and V(WU. But 
wwx E N,,,) G N,,,, 3 so by 4.3(a) f(xv) > wux = f(v)x, a contradiction. So 
wu E N,,,, f(u) 3 WU, and f(u)x > wux = f(xu), completing the inductive 
step. 
Once we know that f(xu) ~2 f(u)x, let v E V,,,, and write v = f(u). By 
Theorem 4.3(a), either f(xu)=xu or XVE Bnfl -N,,,!. In either case, 
XV E J. The same proof works to obtain yv E J and zv E J. 
As nice as these results are, condition 3.1(d) fails in general for M a short 
o.i.m. We must restrict ourselves to a subclass of short o.i.m.‘s. The follow- 
ing example illustrates that some restriction is essential. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let R = P/( [x2, xy] + P,), where P = k[x, y, z]. Then 
the associated o.i.m. to R with respect to any set of generators cannot 
belong to any generically stable class. Nevertheless, the associated o.i.m. to 
R with respect to the generating set {x, y, z} is short. 
Proof: Let M be the associated o.i.m. to R. M is short because any 
VE B, -M, for II = 3 or n =4 is divisible by either x2 E B, - M2 or 
xy E B, - M,, while M2 = { y*, xz, yz, z”} is a low segment of B,. 
However, the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 fails for this R, in particular 
with r=2 and d, = d, = 3. One obtains easily H,(i) = 
1 + 32 + 41.’ + SEti + 6A4, so I (1 - /1’)2 HR(A)) = 1 + 3E. + 4A2 + 313. But a k- 
-jI i :  -  7: ;  : .  
- - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - -  
.  .  
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u4 3(M1) C M4 C B4 "m" marks u E M, m 
..-. -. _.- 
2, I. . . . 
3 1. . . 
7 * 
i . . _..... 
1 
“rn” marks f(u,) E M4 
(3) 
M4 
FIGURE 5 
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basis for R, is {y’, y*z, xz2, yz’, z3}, so one of the two new degree-three 
relations, say, /?‘, can be taken to be a linear combination of 
{Y’, Y2Z, xz2, YZ2} only. Then /?,x=O in R, so H,(l) > 
1 + 31+ 4L2 + 3L3 + A4 if S= R/[pl, b2]. Since the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.3 fails for this R, the hypothesis must fail. That is, no associated 
o.i.m. to R may belong to any generically stable class. 
Analyzing how shortness breaks down for R/[p] in Example 4.7 can be 
instructive. Figure 5 shows the situation in degree four. Note that 
p43(M(13)) 52 Mi3) even though y2z2 E Ma’, so MC3’ fails to be short. 
Intuitively speaking, the problem is that f(u,) got “stuck” under the 
protruding corner at xyz2. These pictures motivate the following definition, 
which postulates the absence of such corners. 
DEFINITION 4.8. A subset M c B is round if and only if, whenever 
txz2 E M and ty3 E M, then txyz E M. 
Pictorially, for step-shaped M this means that none of the “steps” along 
the step-shaped edge of M may be more than one unit high. The step- 
shaped set indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1 is not round (try t = x2z3), 
while those in Fig. 2, 3, and 4 are round. 
The next two lemmas capture the properties we will need in order to 
deduce criterion 3.1 (d). The first expounds upon the shape of a round step- 
shaped set and the second observes that roundness induces a certain 
monotonicity in our bijection f: 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose M, c B, is u round, step-shaped set of monomials 
in degree n, n > 3. If for some t E B, txyz E B, - M, while ty3 E M,, then 
every element of M, has x-exponent less than or equal to (t),. 
Proof: Write t = xn ’ yh ~ ‘z(‘~ ‘, so xayhzc E B, - M, but xa ’ yh + 2zC ~ ’ 
EM,. We claim that ~“y~~~z(‘+~$M,, while x~~‘~~~‘+~z~+~~‘EM, for 
0 6 i 6 b. This holds for i = 0, so assume inductively it holds for some i. 
Setting ti =xU-‘yhpiL lZ~+i~ I, we have t,xyz$ M, and ti y3 E M,, so 
roundness says that xUyh “+‘)z’ +“+“= t,xz’$M,,. For M,, to be step- 
shapeddemandsthatx”~‘yh+2~“+“z” ‘+(i+“~Xu~‘yh+2~iZ~’ ‘+iEM, 
imply Xn~ lyh+2~(i+ l)z’ ’ +‘i+“~M,, finishing the inductive step. When 
i = b we obtain xUzh + ” $ M,, and since any w  E B, with (w), 2 a would 
satisfy w  $ xazh + (‘, we have w  $ M,. 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose M is a short, round o.i.m., with n, e, J; and q 
defined as before. Then whenever vz, vx E M, ~ r, f (vx) > f (vz). 
Proof: Suppose not, and let v be the largest monomial in B, . c _, for 
which vz~M,+., VXEM,~., and f(vx) < f(vz). We notice first that xjw = 
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q(m). Otherwise we would have wuz = VX(WZ/X), i.e., ux 1 wuz, implying 
f(uz) = wuz < f(ux) because wuz E N,,,, G N,,,,, contrary to our choice of u. 
Also, uy E M, _ e because ux E M, _ e and M, _ e is step-shaped. The relation 
xjq(uy) would imply by Theorem 4.3(b) that q(uy)= q(ux) and f(ux)> 
f(uy) >f(uz), contrary to assumption, so we must have xjq(uy). Clearly, 
then, q(uy) = w. Furthermore, y2 1 w, since otherwise xjw would mean 
w=ze or w=yzeP1. This would lead to f(ux) > uxze > uwz = f(uz), again 
contradicting our choice of u. Let t = wuyP2 E B. Since ux 1 txyz but f(ux) < 
f(uz) = ty2z < txyz, we conclude txyz $ N,,,,. 
Write u = uxy/z and consider three cases. First, if u E M,- r, let 
u’ = u/x > u, with u’z = uy E M, ~ r and u’x = u E M, . e. The fact that q(u) 6 
q(uz/y) = q(ux) means that f(u) < q(ux)u = f(ux)y/z. But then f(u’x) = 
f(u) d f(ux) y/z < f(uz) y/z = wuy = f(uy) = f(u’z), contrary to our choice 
of u as maximal. 
Second, if UEB,_.-M,+~, then txyz~uxyze+‘=uz’$M,, and M, 
being step-shaped forces txyz $ M,. Lastly, if z[u, let a = (u),, so 
u=x”Y”-‘-“. txyz + N,,,, = M, - u-(4) I ui > 4 = M, - Wi) I (UiL ’ 
(ux), =a+ 1 and zjui}, and together with (txyz), = (w), + (u), + 1 = 
O+a+ 1, this leads to txyz$M,. 
We now have ty3 = wuy = f(uy) E M, and txyz $ M,. Since M, is round, 
the previous lemma asserts that a + 1 = (uxz~).~ < (t), = a, which is the 
desired impossibility. 
Using Lemma 4.10, we can verify condition 3.1 (e). 
LEMMA 4.11. Let M, e, A q be us before, with M round us well us short. 
Then 3.1 (e) holds for all n, and M@’ is short. 
ProoJ: We observe first that it s&ices to verify 3.1(e). Assuming 3.1 (e) 
holds, when u E Mj,@) G M, and u E B, - Mj,@) with u > u we seek 
WEB,_~ -M;J, such that WI u. Either UE B, -M,, in which case 
WEB,-, -M,p, GB,~, -Mjp!, exists because M is short, or u E I’,,,, in 
which case 3.1 (e) yields w  E I’, ~ I,r E B,-, - Mf! 1. 
To prove 3.1 (e), fix n and note that when n = e there is nothing to prove 
since V,,, = { f( 1 )} is the maximal element of M,. So we assume n > e and 
that M,-. is non-empty. z” e-E E M, ~ e because M,-, is step-shaped. Let 
w  = q(znpe), and first suppose y’ > w. We claim that Vn,, = W, where W = 
{u E M, 1 u 2 wzn ~ ‘}, and this claim will confirm 3.1 (e). By Lemma 4.10 and 
Theorem 4.3(c), f(z+’ ) is the least element of V,,, which shows that 
V,,, c W. For the reverse inclusion consider the cases w  = y’ and w  < y’ 
separately. If w  = y’, then u % wz’ ~ ’ for each UE W, so Mt) being step- 
shaped assures that WC V,,,. If instead w  < y’, then z / w  so we may write 
w  = pybf with c>o. (y~+b+lz”~l)(Zn-e)~N(;n~C), so 0’ = 
Y a+ ‘+ ‘znP ‘+ ’ ’ E V,,, u (B, - M,). Every element u of W satisfies either 
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u&u' or u$-wz~-~=x~~~z~~'+~, so again Mje) being step-shaped forces 
WC v,,,. 
Now we take up the case w  = q(z”-‘) > y’, so x 1 w  but .zJw. Let sj denote 
yiznpepr and let a be the largest integer for which q(s,) > y’. a exists 
because q(s,) = q(z” ~” ) > y’. We claim that yrsa+ , $ MF). For if yesa+, E 
Mf)GN (&7t1)’ then f(s,+ ,) > yesll+ r and ye< q(sc,+ r), contradicting the 
maximality of a. We conclude readily, as above, that {f(u) 1 u E M, ~ r, 
u > s,} 2 {vEM, (v >f(s,)}. The reverse inclusion is a consequence of 
4.3(c), 4.10, and 4.4(b) applied to s,. This completes the proof unless a > 0. 
To deal with f(u) where u < s, and a > 0, notice that all such u are 
divisible by 6, where 6 = znPePu+ ‘. Lemma 4.2 and yc+uznPuPe = 
s, y’ E M, make 8 1 M,+,m, an injection from &I,++, to M,, where 6’ is a 
multiplication by 6. Likewise s, E M, e means that B(M,+ I ) G M,- P. As 
an aside which we will need in proving the next lemma, XI q(s,) forces 
Yz~~‘~~E M,-. and q(x”znpepu) = q(s,) > y’, so by Lemma 4.4(a), 
q(u)>y’ for all u<s,. 
We claim that 
f(dv) = 6f(o) for VEM, , (15) 
where f denotes here both f,,r: M, AL, -+ V,,, and f,+,- I,e : Map , + 
vcl+r-l,r CMo+.-l. This will prove for u = 6v that f(u) is divisible by 
f(v) E VCIfP- ,,f. Since M (Cl is an order ideal, this will finish the verification 
of 3.1(e). 
Geometrically, we are claiming that the picture of the bijection f,+,- ,,e 
is gotten by truncating the top (n-e-a + 1) rows off the picture for the 
bijection f,,,,. Formula (15) is easy to verify inductively if we include as part 
of the inductive hypothesis that NCbv) n &II, _ I ) = B(N,,,). The initial step is 
provided by the observation that N(..-I) =IU,+,~, while NC,,-,,, n 
&Be+,- I )=(M, - {f(u)Iu>s,))nO(B,+.~ l)=M, “8(B,+.p,) and 8: 
M p+ a- 1 + M, n im(6) is bijective. Given that (15) holds for v’ > v and 
that NC,,, n O(B,- I ) = (NC,,), note that uw is the largest multiple of u in 
N,,, if and only if 6vw is the largest multiple of 6v in B(NC,,). Any multiple 
of 6u lies in im(B), so the largest multiple of 6v lying in &NC,,) = 
NC&c) n im(f9) is also the largest multiple of 6u lying in NCs,). We deduce that 
(15) holds for v. Then (NC,,, u (f(6v)})ne(B,~,)=B(N,,, u {fW>M 
@Be I I= @(N,,, u{f(v)))nB,~,)=8(N~,, u (f(o)} ). This completes the 
inductive step, and the proof. 
The only remaining missing link is 
LEMMA 4.12. With M, e, f, and q as above, if M is short and round, then 
MC’) is a short, round order ideal. 
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Proof: In view of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.11, we need only prove MF) = 
M, - V,,, to be round. 
As usual, we assume the contrary and obtain a contradiction. Let t be 
any monomial for which txz’ E M”’ and ty3 E MC”) but txyz $ M”‘. Since 
M is round and M”’ c M, txyz E V,,, for some n, say, f(u) = txyz. Let 
w = q(u) = txyz/u. 
In the proof of Lemma 4.11 we showed that B, - Mf) could be split, pic- 
torially by a horizontal line, into an “upper piece” and a “lower piece” 
(whose intersection with V,,, may be empty). The upper piece consists of 
an upper segment, (u E B, 1 u > uO} for some Q,, so it cannot possibly con- 
tain the protruding corner txyz. So txyz sits in the lower piece, and as a 
consequence w  > y’, yielding x ( w  and z j w. 
Next we note that xju. Otherwise v = uy/x E M, --e and setting w’ = q(u), 
we would have w’ > y’ so x 1 w’ and w’ = w  by 4.4(b). Furthermore, we 
would conclude ty*z = wu = w’u = f(u) E B - Mf) while ty3 E Mf), even 
though MC) is step-shaped. So we may write u = s,, for some h 2 0, where s, 
as before denotes yiz’-‘- i. Note by 4.4(b) that u’ = xhznPe ~’ E M, ~ e and 
f( u’) = wu’. 
We study next the row of monomials above the row containing U. y’u 6 
~vuEM,, and sb+, 1 y’u~M,, so sh+, EM,-,. (wy/x)sb+, =ty3eMF), so 
4s b+l)>wYlxF or 4bb + 1 12 w  = q(sb) B 4bb + 1 1, implying fbb + 1 I= 
WS~+,. As above, we have u”=x”+‘z~~~~~~‘EM,~, and f(u”)=wu”. 
Since yju” yet wu”EN~,,,, and N,,., is step-shaped, either yjw or 
wu”z/ y E N,,.., . Certainly f( u ;) = wui for u’ < ui d u”, so y 1 w  and y[u” make 
WU”ZIY 4 {f(uJ I u’ < u, < u”}. Consequently, either y/w or (wx/y)u’ = 
wxb+ ‘~~~‘-~/y = wu”z/y E A’(,.,) - {f(ui) 1 u’ < ui < u”} = N,,,,. The possi- 
bility wx/y E B, contradicts f(u’) = wu’, so our only recourse is yj w. 
Together with zl w, this yields w  = xc. 
Once we know that w  = xc we quickly obtain our desired contradiction. 
tx yz = wu = xe y bzn ~ e ~ b, yielding f=Xe-lyb-IZn-e-b-l and 631. 
q(sbp i) > q(sb) = w  = x’ but xc is the largest monomial in B,, so f(sbp 1) = 
XeSb ~ 1 = x’y ’ ~ ‘zn- e- ‘+ i = txz*, contrary to the original supposition that 
txz* E M”‘. 
All the pieces are now complete, and we need only assemble them. 
THEOREM 4.13. The class of short, round order ideals is generically 
stable. 
Proof Theorems 4.3(a) and 4.5 and Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12. Since the 
set B of all monomials is itself a short, round o.i.m., we have at once by 
Theorem 3.3 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let k be an infinite field, and {d, ,..., d,} any sequence 
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of positive integers representing degrees. Then there exist polynomials 
j,,..., B, in k[x, y, z], where pi is homogeneous of degree di, such that 
HR(A)= (l-1))’ fi (l-24) ) (16) 
i=l 
where R = kCx, Y, zl/CPI ,..., Prl. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
We conclude with an overview of what we have done and consider 
briefly some unsettled questions. Our crowning achievement is of course 
Corollary 4.14, which asserts equality in (6) when g = 3 and k is an infinite 
field. At the same time, via Lemma 4.2, it shows that the quotient ring R 
may be chosen so that there exists an element z E R, for which mul- 
tiplication by ze is always either a monomorphism or an epimorphism fom 
R,_, to R,. In particular, this holds if k = @ and R is a generic ring. 
When k is a finite field, our argument breaks down because we need to 
use that certain polynomials take on non-zero values while we prove only 
that the polynomials themselves are non-trivial. However, for a given 
degree of polynomial, this suffices even for a finite field k if #(k) is large 
enough. Thus for each fixed degree vector (3; r; d, ,..., d,), Corollary 4.14 
fails for at most a finite number of finite fields. It may not fail at all; a good 
place to begin to study the behavior of associated order ideals over finite 
fields would be with the implications of a much simpler result, Lemma 3.5. 
A more pressing open question remains as to whether equality holds in 
(6) for g 3 4. The program outlined in Section 3 sounds promising, but the 
author is not hopeful that it can be carried out for all g. For one thing, 
short order ideals are a natural class to consider in view of condition 
3.1(e), but the short o.i.m.‘s are extremely special. For example, if the 
Hilbert series of R is known in advance, then by induction on the degree 
one can show easily that there is at most one short o.i.m. which could serve 
as R’s associated o.i.m. For some valid Hilbert series, such as H,(A) when 
S= k[x, y, z]/[x’, xy*, xyz], there is no possible short o.i.m. The solution 
for g = 3 relied on the remarkable phenomenon that not only are all the 
Hilbert series given by (16) realized by short o.i.m.‘s, but also that these lie 
in a well-behaved subclass of short o.i.m.‘s. It does seem plausible, however, 
that the method of generic stability could be used to deduce equality in (6) 
when g > 4 for some special classes of degree vectors. 
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